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Abstract: By the mid 14th century, the initially modest burial ground of the Marīnid dynasty (668/1269-870/1465) in Shālla had become a funerary complex with several buildings, and its main ‘work’ was to attract and impress huge numbers of visitors. One such visitor was Lisān al-Dīn ibn al-Khaṭīb, who, this article shows, lived mostly at the royal shrine from 761/1360 to 763/1362. Following a reconsideration of the time he spent there, and based essentially on his own accounts, this paper focuses on two intertwined hermeneutical questions concerning how the experience of visiting Shālla resonated in the visitors’ perception. First, it demonstrates that some people construed the fourteenth-century garden at Shālla as a representation of paradise. Second, after a short discussion on how the Marīnid shrine developed into a centre of pilgrimage, it argues that some of the coeval written accounts interpret Shālla as an analogue of the Ka’ba and that some of its visitors performed rites borrowed from the pilgrimage to Mecca. The aim of this article is to investigate some of the ways in which Shālla ‘worked’ of glorifying the members of the Marīnid dynasty.

Resumen: A mediados del siglo XIV, el cementerio inicialmente modesto de la dinastía benimerín (668/1269-870/1465) en Šālla se convirtió en un complejo funerario de varios edificios, cuyo ‘trabajo’ principal era atraer e impresionar a las masas de visitantes. Uno de ellos fue Lisān al-Dīn ibn al-Jaṭīb, quien, como se demostrará, vivió principalmente en el panteón real entre 761/1360 y 763/1362. Después de una reconsideración sobre su estancia en el lugar y basándonos esencialmente en sus relatos, el presente artículo se centra en dos preguntas hermenéuticas entrelazadas sobre cómo la experiencia de visitar a Šālla se reflejaba en la percepción de los visitantes. Se demuestra, en primer lugar, que algunas personas interpretaron este jardín del siglo XIV en Šālla como una representación del paraíso. En segundo lugar, después de una breve discusión de cómo el santuario benimerín se convirtió en un centro de peregrinación, se llega a la conclusión de que algunas de las fuentes coetáneas interpretan a Šālla como un sitio análogo a la Ka’ba, y que algunos de sus visitantes cumplieran ritos adoptados de la peregrinación a la Meca. El objetivo de este artículo
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es investigar algunas de las formas en que Šālla ‘trabajó’ para glorificar a los miembros de la dinastía benimerín.
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**INTRODUCTION**

A little further out from the town [of Rabat] are the ruins of Shella, […] probably the Roman colony which seems to have given its name to Salli (Salé), perhaps a Carthaginian settlement. […] [Here are] the Beni Marîn tombs which lend special interest to the spot, though Roman and other ancient coins have been found here. Among the few remains of antiquity are some stone vaults, an arched canal, perhaps Roman, and a piece of old wall. Otherwise, although picturesquely ruinos, and overgrown with vegetation surmounted with storks’ nests, the beautiful gate-ways and mosque-tower which still stand are all comparatively modern1.

This introduction to the site of Shālla (often transliterated as ‘Chellah’) by James Edward Budgett-Meakin (1866‒1906), probably the first Englishman to conduct research on Islamic Morocco, is still essentially accurate today. Located just outside of the Almohad ramparts of Rabat (Figure 1) and encircled by impressive fortification walls c. 1 km long, the site features extensive remains of the Mauretanian and then Roman town. One should note, however, that by “comparatively modern” Budgett-Meakin is referring to Islamic buildings, most of which date from the Marīnid dynasty that ruled over the north-west corner of Africa between 668/1269 and 870/1465.

The Marīnid sultans established their dynastic funerary complex, generally recognised as one of the most picturesque architectural achievements of the period, partially on top of the ancient ruins and reusing the Roman water system at the site. Their patronage coincided with the heyday of the dynasty, and the first sultan, Abū Yūsuf (656/1258‒685/1286), was also the first Marīnid ruler to be buried there. Most of the extant — though mainly dilapidated — Islamic structures are concentrated in the funerary complex, and date from the reigns of Abū l-Ḥasan (731/1331‒752/1351) and Abū ‘Inān (752/1351‒759/1358). These two sultans transformed the theretofore modest burial ground into an ensemble of buildings which included a mosque (Figure 2/A), a madrasa (O), two ablution buildings (Q, V) and several mausolea (E, F, G [Figure 3], J, K)2. Although the


following rulers stopped using Shālla as their burial ground, their interest in and support of the site did not cease, or at least not abruptly. The sultans Abū Sālim (760/1359-762/1361) and Abū Zayyān (762/1361-766/1365), as discussed below, ensured the maintenance of the royal shrine.

Figure 1. Map of the area of Shālla, including the city walls of Rabat and Salé. The labels ‘Rabat’ and ‘Salé’ follow the modern — and not the Marīnid — use of toponyms (cf. Fig. 5). Sketch by the author.
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The present paper focuses on a hitherto neglected aspect of this artwork, the dynastic funerary complex at Shālla, in the Marinid period. Just as every artwork, by definition, works, Shālla made people travel to its location, impressed them with its monuments, showed its inscriptions to them, and encouraged them to perform rites in honour of the deceased. That is, the site carried out acts which can be regarded as its work, and which manifested as cognitive perception in the visitors’ experience. As Stephennie Mulder phrases it, “the work of art itself can be proposed as a kind of active social catalyst, engaged in the process of continuous and shifting creation of significance”3. This approach, originating from the methodology of the anthropologist Alfred Gell and recently adopted by

Simon O’Meara for studying the Ka’ba in Mecca⁴, can also be employed for addressing Shālla. What follows below are three case studies, focusing on how the Marīnid funerary complex made its visitors perceive their experience. The first one, the sojourn of Ibn al-Khaṭīb (d. 776/1375), presents the story of an exiled Andalusī intellectual who sought solace at the royal tombs. Whereas previous scholars have tended to ignore Ibn al-Khaṭīb’s writings on Shālla, I shall argue that those are the most revealing sources for some questions related to the site. Had it not been for him, the second and third case studies — concerning the paradisiac significance and the Meccan association of Shālla — would have remained nearly unknown for us today.

Figure 3. The mausoleum of Abū l-Ḥasan in Shālla (Fig. 2/G) with the modern garden in the background. Photo by the author.

IBN AL-KHAṬĪB IN SHĀLLA

The writings of Lisān al-Dīn ibn al-Khaṭīb are generally considered among the most important Arabic sources for the period. He was one of the brightest intellectuals of his age, the Naṣrid vizier and an insightful historian of Granada, who also spent some time in the Marinid sultanate, and yet his lengthy writings on Shālla have never received more than passing attention. Before turning to how he perceived the funerary complex of Shālla, I shall first focus on his sojourn at the site, especially because his exile to Morocco seems to have been misunderstood so far.

The biography of Ibn al-Khaṭīb is relatively well-known, especially since Muhammad Ḥabīb ‘Abdallāh ‘Inān published his invaluable monograph in 1968. Ibn al-Khaṭīb served at the court of the Naṣrid sultan Yūsuf I (733/1333-755/1354) in Granada as head of the royal chancellery and vizier. He then retained his positions under Muhammad V (755/1354-760/1359, 763/1362-793/1391), and accompanied his master into exile in Morocco between 760/1359 and 763/1362. It is generally held that he lived in Salé during most of this time. A modern Moroccan scholar local to Salé, Ja’far ibn Aḥmad al-Nāṣīrī, even dedicated a monograph to this period in Ibn al-Khaṭīb’s biography, with the title Ibn al-Khaṭīb bi-Salā (Ibn al-Khaṭīb in Salé). Many scholars have since reiterated the same notion, claiming that he visited Shālla, probably stayed there for a short while, but then moved to Salé. However, there is simply no clear evidence in support of this theory, and, as I shall argue, Ibn al-Khaṭīb lived in Shālla, not Salé, during most of his exile.

5. See, however, Henri Basset and Évariste Lévi-Provençal. “Chella. Une nécropole mérinide”. *Hespéris*, 2 (1922), pp. 22-25. Part of the reason for this lacuna may be found in the judgment by Basset and Lévi-Provençal, dismissing one of the writings of Ibn al-Khaṭīb on Shālla as “jumble of rhetoric” (fatras de rhétorique); ibid. p. 24.


7. Ja’far ibn Aḥmad al-Nāṣīrī, Ibn al-Khaṭīb bi-Salā. Salé: al-Maktaba al-Ṣubayyīya, 1988. This study fails to prove that Ibn al-Khaṭīb actually lived in Salé. The author’s opinion is essentially based on this sentence by Ibn al-Khaṭīb: “I was inclined to live in the town of Salātir, where sanctity abides in the premises, and where merit has settled the market due to the sacred mausoleum”; al-Nāṣīrī, *Ibn al-Khaṭīb*, p. 23. As demonstrated below, Ibn al-Khaṭīb mentions the “town of Salā” when he describes his experience in Shālla, and by “sacred mausoleum” he most likely refers to that of ʿAbd ʿAl-Hānās in Shālla.

The misunderstanding derives from the writings of Ibn al-Khaṭīb himself, and his seemingly confusing use of toponyms. Mentioning the funeral of Abū l-Ḥasan in 752/1351, he says that it took place in ‘Salā’9, despite the fact that it happened in Shālla where his mausoleum still exists today (Figure 2/G; Figure 3). This already indicates that the toponym ‘Salā’ could not have meant the same for Ibn al-Khaṭīb as it does for us today, namely, the town of Salé on the Atlantic coast north of the Bū Regreg river (Figure 1). As this is not the place to discuss the historical geography of the area in detail, a few notes on that must suffice. The site of Shālla was a Roman town known in Latin as ‘Sala’, a name that the early authors writing in Arabic rendered as ‘Salā’. The anonymous al-Istibṣār fī ‘ajā’ib al-ansār (written in 580/1184-85) explains that the name ‘Shālla’ is the Berber (‘ajāmī) equivalent of ‘Salā’10. However, by then, a new city had been founded on the Atlantic coast, which was, confusingly enough, also known as (New) Salā, and which still bears the name Salé today. In the Marīnid period, the sources often mention the location of Shālla as belonging to, or being part of, Salā. This explains why Ibn al-Khaṭīb says that Abū l-Ḥasan was buried in Salā, whereas he actually means Shālla. The same author also mentions “the burial place of [Abū Ya‘qūb’s] ancestor (Abū Yūsuf) in Salā”12. This can only mean that the toponym ‘Salā’ once designated not only present-day Salé, but also its surrounding area, including Shālla.

What the sources meant by ‘Salā’ can also be understood from medieval and early modern maps and depictions, in which the toponym always stands for the area as a whole. A German bird’s-eye view image from 1574 (Figure 4) labels the area as “SALA”, modern Rabat as “Sala Vetus” (Old Sala), modern Salé as “Sala Nova” (New Sala), and Shālla as “Sepultura Regum Feßae” (Sepulchre of the kings of Fez). That is, ‘SALA’, according to the image, encompassed all the other localities. Using this toponym as the name of the area accords with other pre-modern maps, such as al-Idrīsī’s world map (c. 548/1154), the atlas of depictions and maps of the city retain using the general toponym ‘Sala’ until the mid-eighteenth century, often differentiating between ‘Old Sala’ and ‘New Sala’ on either side of the river. See Robert Ricard and Jacques Caillé. “Salé-le-Vieux et Salé-le-Neuf”. Hespéris, 34 (1947), pp. 441-442; Jacques Caillé. La ville de Rabat jusqu’au protectorat français. Histoire et archéologie. Paris: Vanoeist, 1949, plates XXVIII-XXIX, XXXVI-XXXIX.


Petrus Vesconte of Genova (c. 1320-1325)\[^{15}\], the Catalan Atlas made in Majorca (c. 1375)\[^{16}\], as well as the so-called Maghrib Chart (Figure 5). Produced either in Morocco or al-Andalus in the first half of the fourteenth century, this chart is of particular relevance to the present question because it also names the area as ‘Salā’\[^{17}\]. It is therefore evident that, at least in pre-modern sources, ‘Rabat’ and ‘Shālla’ were generally understood as subordinate toponyms of the main geographic entity, ‘Salā’. Consequently, whenever a medieval author says ‘Salā’, one cannot simply identify it with the modern town of Salé, and this observation is particularly significant when it comes to Ibn al-Khaṭīb’s accounts.

The events that lead to Ibn al-Khaṭīb’s exile from al-Andalus begin in Ramaḍān 760/August 1359, when a palace revolt breaks out in the Alhambra, and the Naṣīrid sultan Muḥammad V is ousted from power. He first flees to Guadix, and then, on the invitation of the Marīnid sultan Abū Sālim, arrives in Fez on 6 Muḥarram 761/28 November 1359, along with his vizier Ibn al-Khaṭīb. While Muḥammad V enjoys a palace provided for him in Fez, Ibn al-Khaṭīb has apparently no interest in staying there. He would rather go explore Abū Sālim’s realm, and so he asks for the Marīnid sultan’s permission to travel around in Morocco. Then, having completed his journey, he chooses to settle down in the area mentioned as ‘Salā’ in Rajab 761/May 1360\[^{18}\].


The most detailed source for Ibn al-Khaṭīb’s exile in Morocco is his *Nufādat al-jirāb*. It has a chapter dedicated entirely to Shālla, which contains some of the letters that he receives or sends from there. Notably, the chapter is titled “Returning to the town of Salā”—and the chapter heading comes from the original manuscript—even though the town known today as Salé is not even mentioned in the text. As demonstrated above, this should warn us that ‘Salā’ cannot refer to what is modern-day Salé, but only to a wider geographical area encompassing Shālla. In this chapter of the *Nufādat al-jirāb*, one reads that Ibn al-Khaṭīb arrives in Shālla, and writes a letter to the sultan Abū Sālim:
This is Ibn al-Khaṭīb, who is devoted to the burial site of the lord, your father (Abū l-Hasan), writing from the sacred mausoleum in Shālla […]. He has decided voluntarily not to leave these noble premises and the protected precinct until the reply concerning the question of the grave of this noble lord arrives from your highness 19.

The actual subject of the letter unfolds gradually; Ibn al-Khaṭīb first transmits Abū l-Hasan’s message to his son, Abū Sālim. In other words, Ibn al-Khaṭīb performs necromancy as he engages in conversation with Abū l-Hasan, who died almost a decade before:

I lent my ears to [Abū l-Hasan’s] grave […], and it was as if he was saying to me: “Tell your lord (Abū Sālim): ‘My son, the apple of my eye […], Ibn al-Khaṭīb told me that his money had been stolen, he had many dependants, his body was weak […], but he was hoping that he could devote himself to my premises, and stay in my precinct and in my service. […] Today, I want this man to be my servant’”20.

Then a bit further down in the letter, Ibn al-Khaṭīb eventually states his goal explicitly, asking the sultan: “Appoint me to the service of this lord, to his pilgrimage, to his seekers, and to praising the Prophet […] on the night of his birthday in the premises [of Shālla]”21. The letter is dated to 11 Rajab 761/28 May 1360, and one can see from it that Ibn al-Khaṭīb intends to live in Shālla. Given his devotion to the site and its neglected state suggested in his text, he has the idea of creating a position for himself there, and applies for it to Abū Sālim. According to the sultan’s reply, he welcomes idea and hires Ibn al-Khaṭīb22.

In a second letter to Abū Sālim, Ibn al-Khaṭīb describes briefly what else he is doing in Shālla: “I told the seekers: ‘Oh you, we have been reciting the Book of God, the exalted, for days, strengthening our faith and forming fraternity in this

---

sacred ribāṭ, and I live among you”\textsuperscript{23}. Here Ibn al-Khaṭīb reveals that he is living at the site, apparently instructing the “seekers” (talaba, that is, pilgrims or students) there, with whom he would read the Qur’ān. The letter ends with Ibn al-Khaṭīb interrupting the Qur’ān-reading and saying a prayer for Abū l-Ḥasan, inviting the others to “say ‘amen’ wholeheartedly for my prayer”\textsuperscript{24}. That is, Ibn al-Khaṭīb intends to teach respect and loyalty to the dead sultan.

As for the length of Ibn al-Khaṭīb’s sojourn in Shālla, it should be noted that he apparently receives and sends letters from there until 27 Sha‘bān 761/13 July 1360, and even recounts the annual feast of the site on 27 Ramaḍān [761/11 August [1360]\textsuperscript{25}. This means that he is still there at the time. He then travels to Fez in order to offer his services to the new Marīnid sultan Abū Zayyān (762/1361-766/1365)\textsuperscript{26}. In his Nufāḍat al-jirāb, he quotes two sultanic decrees (sg. zahir) which are issued for him on this occasion in the palace of Fez, and which prove that he continues working for the Marīnid state. His status as an employee along with his salary is confirmed on 6 and 10 Rabī’ II 763/February 1362 by Abū Zayyān, who also requests Ibn al-Khaṭīb to report to Fez on what he witnesses. Although these documents mention ‘Salā’ as Ibn al-Khaṭīb’s place of residence, they clearly refer to the sacred funerary complex and popular pilgrimage site, that is, Shālla. In one of the decrees, Abū Zayyān says: “May [God] watch over [Ibn al-Khaṭīb’s] service of the elevated and majestic ancestor (Abū l-Ḥasan)!”\textsuperscript{27}. In between the two documents, Ibn al-Khaṭīb rejoices over “the renewal of the contract of the pilgrimage to the blessed abodes”\textsuperscript{28}, which should be understood as a reference to Shālla\textsuperscript{29}. Consequently, it seems that his earlier job and the one renewed by these decrees were one and the same.

After his visit to the Marīnid court, Ibn al-Khaṭīb travels to southern Morocco in Rabī’ II 763/February 1362, and when he returns and reaches the Tāmasnā region (south of Rabat-Salé), he complains about his illness, and decides to settle


\textsuperscript{26} Jreis Navarro. Entre las dos oríllas, p. 129.


\textsuperscript{29} As discussed above, Ibn al-Khaṭīb says in his first letter to Abū Sālim: “Appoint me to the pilgrimage (ziyāra)”}; Ibn al-Khaṭīb. Nufāḍat al-jirāb, vol. 2, p. 84.
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down again in the area of ‘Salā’30. Therein he seeks “the help of God and the blessing of the lord (mawlā) and whose mercy has been known, and whose grace has been plentiful on the people passing by or staying”, and also mentions “the saint, in whose premises God lavishes blessings”31. These comments seem to be direct references to Shālla, Abū l-Hasan’s sanctity, and the author’s previous experience there, particularly because mawlā (‘lord’) is a typical way of addressing a sultan. In other words, Ibn al-Khaṭīb returns to Shālla and stays there for the second time. Finally, after the Naṣrid sultan Muḥammad V recovers his throne in the Alhambra, Ibn al-Khaṭīb also leaves for Granada on 14 Rajab 763/9 May 136232.

In short, Shālla had such a significant impact upon Ibn al-Khaṭīb that he decided to settle down there in Rajab 761/ May 1360. As an employee appointed by the sultan to Shālla, he was a caretaker and the pilgrims’ guide for a period of nearly two years. And given that he eye-witnessed most of the events taking place at the Marīnid shrine in this period, his writings are inevitably among the most important sources for the site. Unfortunately, he did not produce any systematic account of his experience in Morocco but only some miscellaneous autobiographical notes in his Nufāḍat al-jirāb, parts of which are now lost. However, he makes it clear that the lure of the sacred funerary complex at Shālla has persuaded him to stay and serve there, and his accounts illuminate at least two aspects of the work of Shālla that are nearly unknown from other sources.

PARADISE IN SHĀLLA

“Gardens of Eden, which [the faithful] will enter, beneath which rivers flow” [Qurʾān, 16.31]. This Qurʾānic verse is one of the typical descriptions of paradise, the abode that awaits the faithful, and the Qurʾān gives some further idea as to how one should imagine the hereafter. Paradise is formed by an all-encompassing garden or gardens, with a flowing spring [Qurʾān, 88.12; 55.50], and four rivers of water, milk, wine, and honey [Qurʾān, 47.15]. There are abundant fruit trees [Qurʾān, 47.15; 55.52; 55.54], palaces [Qurʾān, 25.10], and various pleasures which the faithful are forbidden to enjoy in their earthly lives. In order to arrive there, one must walk through the narrow passage (ṣirāṭ) that forms a bridge over hell and leads to the basin (ḥawḍ) supplied by one of the rivers of paradise33.

Undoubtedly, some Muslim patrons had in mind these Qur'ānic images when they commissioned artworks, including gardens, in the pre-modern Islamic world. Nonetheless, even if it is typical of Arabic literature to compare gardens with paradise, the mere assumption that all Islamic gardens have necessarily something to do with the hereafter is hardly a scholarly approach. Detached from the topic of simple gardens is that of funerary monuments whose garden settings might have meant to refer to the paradise in which the deceased wished to enter. One cannot, however, simply infer a paradisiac association in case of a funerary garden either, unless this association is supported by evidence. This problem is exemplified by the impressive mausoleum attributed to the Seljuq sultan Sanjar (511/1118-552/1157) at Merv (Turkmenistan). It has been proposed that this structure might have been set in a typical chahār bāgh (“four gardens” in Persian). The quadripartite layout of such gardens usually includes four waterways that could recall the four rivers of paradise. Unfortunately, there is no archaeological evidence for a coeval garden of any form around this mausoleum, as well as the textual sources are silent on this matter. Probably the earliest evidence for an Islamic mausoleum set in a garden with explicit paradisiac significance, as demonstrated by Dede Fairchild Ruggles, comes from the Great Mughals of India (932/1526-1274/1857), from monuments such as the Tomb of Akbar (completed by 1022/1613) or the Taj Mahal (completed by 1052/1643) in Agra. Nevertheless, earlier examples from the medieval Islamic world could have conveyed the same meaning, one just has to find evidence for that. This is exactly what one can learn about Shālla from Ibn al-Khaṭīb, as well as from some related features of the site.

Little attempt has been made to attest the paradisiac association of Shālla so far. Fairchild Ruggles has suggested that “the cemetery [of Shālla] may possibly

have been planted with flowers and shrubs selected for beauty or scent.\textsuperscript{39}
Plausible as it might be, this point remains conjectural. However, although the
garden visible in Shālla today was planted under the French protectorate of
Morocco\textsuperscript{40}, the sources mention a garden or orchard at the site already in the
fourteenth century. Ibn al-Ḥājj al-Numayrī (d. c. 782/1380), for instance, reports:
“Attached to the new dome is the madrasa, situated in the direction of the blissful
garden.”\textsuperscript{41} This is a somewhat confusing statement, since by “new dome” he most
likely means the mausoleum of Abū l-Ḥasan (Figure 2/G), which is not attached
to the madrasa (O). Nonetheless, just a few lines below, al-Numayrī mentions that
“the orchard (bustān) was created on the qibla side of [the madrasa]”\textsuperscript{42}. It is clear
that the garden (or orchard) was next to the madrasa, which — given the other
buildings surrounding it — is only possible on its qibla side, a location coinciding
with that of its modern reincarnation (Figure 2).

In addition, one should note that there is a passage parallel with the north-east
wall of the funerary complex, leading to the garden today, and the barrier wall
flanking this passage on its north-east side (left in Figure 6) seems to date from the
Marīnid period. This means that not only was the garden roughly at the same
location as today, but also that the passage leading there gives us a comparable
experience today as in Marīnid times. Right at the end of this passage and near
the east corner of the funerary complex the spring of Shālla breaks to the surface of
the ground, from where it irrigates the garden (Figure 7). Apart from this
outlet, the natural water source of Shālla was utilised for a complex underground
water system already in Roman times. Tunnels connected the source located
south-west of the complex with a repository basin, the nymphaeum, and the
Roman bathhouse — structures that surround the Marīnid funerary complex.
Then the probably early Islamic ablution basin (Figure 2/B), and later the basin of
the Marīnid madrasa (O) and the two ablution buildings (V and Q) were
incorporated into the subterranean water system. The spring near the east corner
of the funerary complex seems to be a natural outlet, which would have irrigated
the garden already in the Marīnid period.

\textsuperscript{39} Ruggles. Islamic gardens, pp. 105-106.

\textsuperscript{40} The modern garden was designed by Jules Borély, a French would-be archaeologist, who dug up
the madrasa and some other structures; Antoine Pietrobelli. “Chella mystérieux ou l’archéologie d’un


\textsuperscript{42} “...Al-bustānu wa-uqīmat bi-qiblatiḥā...”; al-Numayrī. Fayḍ al-ʿubāb, p. 199. The only MS of
this work is unfortunately fragmented, with major parts missing from this folio, but I have consulted the
editor’s reading by consulting the original MS; al-Khizāna al-Ḥasanīya, Rabat, MS 3267, p. 59.
Figure 6. Passage leading to the garden of Shālla, parallel with the north-east wall of the funerary complex. Photo by the author.

Turning now to what impression Shālla made upon its visitors, one ought to consider a poem by Ibn al-Khaṭīb, which he recited when he first visited the grave of Abū l-Ḥasan:

There is a garden with fragrance diffusing,
birds singing and trees with branches weighed down […]
The rain pours on the place, and then
the flowers come to life because of its blessings. […]
You (Abū l-Ḥasan) have placed it in the hands of God,
and so divine decrees have became liable for its protection,
You have replaced the transitory palace with an eternal dwelling place, beneath which its rivers flow.

There are a number of interesting concepts in these few lines, including that God takes care of the garden. The sultan Abū Sālim also says in one of his letters to Ibn al-Khaṭīb: “May God pour the rain of his mercy and of his tenderness [on the tomb]!”⁴⁴. The image of “trees with branches weighed down” is likely to allude to the descriptions of the fruit trees of paradise in the Qurʾān, and especially to the verse “the fruits of the two gardens [hanging] near” [Qurʾān, 55.54]. Even more relevant to the present subject is the expression “beneath which its rivers flow” in the poem, which is a recurrent Islamic way of describing paradise. It appears dozens of times in the Qurʾān, one of which has been quoted above: “Gardens of Eden, which [the faithful] will enter, beneath which rivers flow” [Qurʾān, 16.31]. Here Ibn al-Khaṭīb borrows the Qurʾānic expression, and yet the context of this line in the poem makes it clear that he talks not about paradise, but about Shālla and its garden.

One may argue that the association between paradise and an Islamic garden is no more than a poetic trope routinely applied in Arabic literature as an expression of beauty. However, not only does Ibn al-Khaṭīb describe his personal perception of Shālla, but his poem also fits some of the physical features of the site: the Marānids established their funerary complex and garden above the pre-existing water tunnels. That is, ‘rivers’ literally flowed beneath the funerary complex and its garden, just as below the Qur’ānic paradise. In addition, the layout of the passage next to the madrasa (Figure 6), with the spring and the garden at its end (Figure 7), coincides with the Islamic notion of the passage (ṣirāṭ) leading to the basin (ḥawḍ), from which the faithful can first taste the water of paradise. These features might well have influenced the visitors’ experience at the Marānid shrine, and thus enhanced its paradisiac association. Then the visitor, already impressed by the buildings and the garden, could also read the inscriptions on the buildings —although only a few of them survive today, those are relevant here. Amid some Qur’ānic verses on God’s mercy and the afterlife, one finds the above-quoted verse about the gardens of Eden, beneath which rivers flow [Qur’ān, 16.31]. This verse is carved on the qibla wall of the mausoleum of Abū l-Ḥasan, behind which one can see the garden today, right where it was located already in the fourteenth century (Figure 3).

Ibn al-Khaṭīb recited the above-quoted poem at the grave of Abū l-Ḥasan at Shālla, expressing his actual feelings about the venue of the pious deceased, the royal shrine with its garden that he construed as a representation of paradise. Since Ibn al-Khaṭīb’s interpretation apparently derived from features of the site, such as the underground ‘rivers’ and the inscriptions on the buildings, the poem seems to have expressed his cognitive perception rather than some generic tropes. And since we know that Ibn al-Khaṭīb worked at Shālla instructing other visitors, it is safe to assume that he was not alone in his paradisiac interpretation of the Marānid shrine and its setting.

**The Ka’ba in Shālla**

The Mosque of the Harām in Mecca is the holiest place of Islam, in the centre of which the Ka’ba is located. This sanctuary, also known as the Ancient House, forms a rectangle c. 11 m x 12 m. Its four corners are called Yemeni Corner (c. to the south-west), Syrian Corner (c. to the north-west), ‘Irāqī Corner (c. to the north-east), and Black Stone Corner (c. to the south-east). The door of the Ka’ba opens on its east wall c. 2 m from the Black Stone Corner, and the piece of wall between the door and the corner is called the Multazam (‘to which people cleave’). The Ka’ba is robed in the Kiswa, traditionally made of black brocade embroidered with gold threads, and replaced annually. There is a semi-circular
wall named Ḥaṭīm or Ḥijr, c. 90 cm tall, opposite the north wall of the building. The first sanctuary is believed to have been built by the prophet Abraham (Ibrāhīm), whose wife, Hagar (Ḥājar), and son, Ishmael (Ismāʿīl), are said to be buried in between the Ḥaṭīm and the Kaʿba. In front of its east wall a small domed building, the Maqām Ibrāhīm, marks the spot where Abraham allegedly stood. Behind that, c. 20 m from the Kaʿba, is the sacred spring called Zamzam, which God miraculously generated for Hagar and Ishmael when they were about to die of thirst.

Mecca is the focus of the annual Islamic pilgrimage, the ḥajj. A number of specific rites, said to have derived from the tradition of the prophet Muḥammad, are connected with the Kaʿba and its surroundings. The seven-fold circumambulation (tawāf) of the Kaʿba includes kissing and touching the Black Stone corner and touching the Yemeni Corner, followed by cleaving to the Multazam and drinking from the Zamzam. The Meccan pilgrimage is at the same time a visit to paradise, since, according to the Islamic tradition, Mecca is located there. In particular, the place between the Maqām Ibrāhīm and the Black Stone corner of the Kaʿba is reportedly “a garden among the gardens of paradise.” The Yemeni Corner is said to be one of the gates of paradise, and the Zamzam allegedly stems from one of the subterranean rivers of paradise.

Local analogues of the Kaʿba were set up in many places of the medieval Islamic world. According to sources—the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem (built in 72/691-692) was erected as an alternative pilgrimage site intended to replace the one in Meccaw. The Abbasid caliph al-Muʿtaṣim (218/833-227/842) built a kaʿba at Samarra where his soldiers could practice the rites of the ḥajj, and this building might well have been the one known today as ‘Qubbat al-Ṣulaybiya. The short-lived imām of the Qarmaṭī Shiʿī sect, Abū l-Ḍaf al-Majūsī (d. 319/931), is said to have been circumambula-

---
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ted by his followers\(^{50}\), just as \(\text{sūfī}\) leaders were occasionally considered as living \(\text{kaʽbas}\)^{51}. Some rites of the \(\text{hajj}\) were also performed — or at least conceived — in royal palaces, including the Fāṭimid ones of al-Mahdiyya (completed by 308/921) and Cairo (after 362/973), and possibly also in the Norman Cappella Palatina in Palermo (c. 1140)^{52}. Similar tendencies can be seen in popular culture: for instance, two fourteenth-century jurists, Ibn Taymīya (d. 728/1328) and Ibn Qayyim al-Jawzīyya (d. 751/1350), condemn the imitation of \(\text{hajj}\) rituals when visiting tombs\(^{53}\). In Edirne (Turkey), the so-called Eski Camii, built in the early fifteenth century, incorporates a black stone in its \(\text{qibla}\) wall, which had allegedly come from the Ka’ba\(^{54}\).

With regard to the eastern Islamic world, the tomb of Yūsuf al-Hamadānī (d. 535/1141) in Merv (Turkmenistan) was considered as “the Ka’ba of Khurāsān”\(^{55}\). The Quwwat al-İslâm Mosque at Delhi is described as “the second al-Bayt al-Ma’mūr” (the celestial Ka’ba) in two of its inscriptions from the early fourteenth century\(^{56}\). The tomb of Ghiyāth al-Dīn Ṭūḥluq (720/1320-725/1325) in the same city was decorated with pieces of the Kiswa\(^{57}\). The Timūrid ruler Ḥusayn Bāyqarā


\(^{51}\) See Jocelyn Hendrickson. “Prohibiting the pilgrimage. Politics and fiction in mālikī \(\text{futuhat}\)”.
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(873/1469-911/1506) promoted the newly recovered grave attributed to the imām-caliph ‘Alī ibn Abī Ṭālib (d. 40/661) at Mazar-i Sharif (Afghanistan) as a pilgrimage site alternative to Mecca\textsuperscript{58}. The mausoleum of Ahmad al-Yasawi (d. 562/1166) in Turkestan (Kazakhstan) was described in 915/1509 as “the Ka’ba of Turkestan”, and some rites of the hajj including the circumambulation were performed there\textsuperscript{59}. The so-called Masjid-i Shāh in Mashhad (Iran) was, according to its mid-fifteenth-century inscriptions, an analogue of the Ka’ba\textsuperscript{60}, and later the Šafavīd shāh ‘Abbās I (995/1587-1038/1629) intended to replace Mecca and the Ka’ba with Mashhad and the shrine of imām ‘Alī l-Riḍā (d. 203/818) as the pilgrims’ hajj destination\textsuperscript{61}. These examples, among numerous others, testify that many places envied the popularity and sanctity of Mecca in the pre-modern Islamic world. As demonstrated below, Shālla was one of such places.

Before turning to this aspect of Shālla, it should first be discussed briefly how the Marīnid burial site developed into a funerary complex and a centre of pilgrimage. It began after Abū l-Ḥasan established the first known mausoleum over the grave of his father, Abū Sa’īd (710/1310-731/1331). In Ibn al-Khaṭīb’s words, Abū l-Ḥasan stopped at the protected place on the sacred river, and conceived a mausoleum fitting its environment, a place of reverence with enormous sanctity, and he envisioned to make its visitors satisfied\textsuperscript{62}.

This very short summary of Abū l-Ḥasan’s initial patronage agrees with what we know from the more detailed account of the sultan’s private secretary, Ibn Marzūq al-Tilimsānī (d. 781/1379), about the earliest Marīnid building known to have been erected in Shālla:


\textsuperscript{59} Idem, p. 194.


Prior to the death of Abū Saʿīd, no primary source mentions any building activity at Shālla in the Marinid period, but then Ibn Marzūq leaves no doubt that Abū l-Ḥasan founded a mausoleum for his father, whose corpse he had transferred to Shālla. Not only did the sultan encourage people to visit the dynastic shrine, and, for that reason, trumpeted its sacredness and blessings, but he himself also visited it repeatedly. The activities initiated by Abū l-Ḥasan were retained under Abū ‘Inān, who organised ceremonial funerals in the complex. He first buried his mother, Shams al-Ḍūḥā, in 755/1354 in Abū l-Ḥasan’s mausoleum, and her epitaph mentions that “people came to be present at her funeral from among the nobles of the east as well as the west”66. Similarly, Ibn al-Ḥājjī al-Numayrī reports on the funeral of al-Ḥurra al-Muʿazzama, the daughter of Abū l-Ḥasan, that masses of people were coming from Fez to Shālla for paying respect to the deceased in 755/135467.

Abū l-Ḥasan and Abū ‘Inān certainly boosted the popularity of Shālla by their official visitations and the ceremonial funerals, and thus established the main function of the site. Then, after Abū ‘Inān’s death in 759/1358, although the direct


64. ...qiyāmuhū bi-qatarīḥī l-mukrama wa-ijrāʾū aḥū ’alayhi l-jirdāyātī l-kairāʿata wa-taṭṭiḥuhū l-qurūrī ’alī l-qabriyyī laylan wa-nahāran lā yaṭṭurūna, wa-man laja’a li-qabriyyī min khabī ḍīrī wa-falhibi ḍājarīna umina khoṣafuhū wa-quḏiyat ḥājatuhū wa-talabatuhū; Ibn Marzūq. Al-Musnad al-ṣāliḥ, p. 247.


66. “Wa-man wajada li-hūḍāri dafrīhī min a-yānī l-Mashriqī wa-l-Maghribī”; see Maroc médiéval, no. 310.

67. Al-Numayrī. Fayḍ al-ʿabāb, p. 197. The year is not mentioned in the text, but some of the described events can be dated to 755/1354.
royal patronage of architecture and the official visitations ceased, one can infer from the writings of Ibn al-Khaṭīb that the activities continued, and that the popularity of Shālla was maintained for a while. Most detailed is Ibn al-Khaṭīb’s report on the feast of Laylat al-Qadr or the Night of Destiny, which is the 27th night of Ramadān in the Islamic calendar. The significance of the date is that the revelation of the Qur’ān allegedly began that night when the prophet Muḥammad received the first sūra or chapter of the Book from God. Shālla had its own annual feast that day, on which Ibn al-Khaṭīb reports as follows:

Darkness spread on the 27th night [of Ramadān], one of the feast days of Shālla, when people arrive, pitch tents, and crowd the markets, and the uncanonical taxes are waived. The banquet took place at the mausoleum [complex] for the notables and the group leaders. Then the people gathered for the habitual almsgiving, lambs’ necks were cut, and containers (?) of oil were piled up. Communities of confectioners were invited, and there were many fires [for cooking]. The singers were led to the hall, which was prepared for the music event next to that.

This account on a pilgrimage banquet at Shālla suggests, once again, a significant number of visitors at the site. There were several other annual feasts in Shālla, and we know from the ṣūfī scholar Ibn ‘Abbād al-Rundī (d. 792/1390) that the markets of Shālla, held twice a year, were reputedly popular around this time.

Following the description of the banquet, Ibn al-Khaṭīb continues with a poem recited in Shālla, that hints at how the visitors conceived the place: “It satisfies me to adopt myself to [Shālla]; so that its Zamzam is my tears, and my body is its Haṭīm”. Given that both the Zamzam and the Haṭīm are parts of the Ka’ba and its surroundings, this is an unmistakable reference to the holiest place of Islam.


71. The assumed connection between the spring of Shālla and the Zamzam reappears in the biography of Abū ʿAbdullāh Muḥammad al-Yazīfī (d. 1004/1595), whose tomb at Shālla is still
In addition, this suggests that the visitors could achieve a symbolic unification with Shâlla, which is notably the same as what pilgrims would do at the Ḥaṭīf of the Ka’ba. Ibn al-Khaṭīb says elsewhere about Shâlla that “the domes of sovereignty have been robed in the curtains of the noble Ka’ba, and the dresses of the Ancient House have cloaked the garments of the imāms.” That is, pieces of the Kiswa are said to have been hung at the royal mausolea of Shâlla. The same author mentions in one of his letters to Abū Sālim that “your lord (Abū l-Ḥasan), oh my lord (Abū Sâlim), is the qibla of my face.” This note fits the layout of the funerary complex as the mausoleum of Abū l-Ḥasan (Figure 2/G) is situated on the qibla side of the mosque (A), so that the people would pray towards the tomb. And this sentence again associates the funerary complex with the Ka’ba, that is, the real qibla.

The link between Mecca and Shâlla is corroborated by the rites performed at the latter site. Ibn al-Khaṭīb says in a poem that “[Shâlla’s] pilgrimage rites (manāsik) are always followed, its corner is touched/and its appearance makes people shed tears.” The Arabic term manāsik means specifically the pilgrimage rites of the ḫaṭīj, nevertheless Ibn al-Khaṭīb applies this term to Shâlla, thereby suggesting that the pilgrims of Shâlla imitated those in Mecca, especially because he adds that they touched a corner. Absorbing blessing by touching a sacred spot is not uncommon in Islamic culture; it was practiced, for instance, at the tomb of Ibn Tūmart (d. 524/1130) in Tinmal in the Atlas Mountains. But touching the corner of a building is a specific rite that pilgrims do during the ḫawāf, the circumambulation around the Ka’ba, particularly at its Black Stone and the Yemeni Corners. It is therefore inferable that some of the rites performed at Shâlla derived from those of the Meccan pilgrimage.


72. O’Meara, The Ka’ba. As O’Meara demonstrates, the Ḥaṭīf is a part of the Ka’ba through which the pilgrims could unify with the building.
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The historical circumstances provide ample explanation for the phenomenon presented above. Jocelyn Hendrickson has recently demonstrated that jurists of the Mālikī school of law, the one followed by the Marīnids, from time to time discouraged or even prohibited performing the ḥaįj to Mecca. Such religious opinions were arguably fuelled by rulers who were keen to keep their people within their territory. Undertaking the ḥaįj was precarious during the early Marīnid times for the inimical relations with the Zayyānīs (633/1236-963/1556) of Tlemcen. Thus the initial phase of turning Shālla into a pilgrimage site after 737/1337 coincides with the period when people could have hardly reached Mecca from Morocco. This situation, however, changed significantly after the Marīnid conquest of Tlemcen in 737/1337. Sources describe this event as the key to reopen the ḥaįj route, as well as to resume diplomatic relations between the Marīnids and the Mamlūk sultans of Cairo (648/1250-923/1517). Indeed, the daughter of Abū l-Ḥasan went on pilgrimage in 738/1338, and returned home with lavish gifts from the Mamlūk sultan, including pieces of the Kiswa of the Ka’ba.

Hence when Ibn al-Khațīb says about Shālla that “the domes of sovereignty have been robed in the curtains of the noble Ka’ba”, it is likely that he is describing an actual practice at the site.

With the pilgrimage route to Mecca now re-opened, the Marīnid sultans apparently would have rather seen their subjects stay within their realm. Therefore, they established several buildings at the formerly modest burial site in order to make it become a pilgrimage centre, and also referred to and adopted rites from the holiest place of Islam. Similarly, the official royal celebrations of the mawlid, the birthday of the prophet Muhammad, reached great splendour under Abū l-Ḥasan. The mawlid was not only a way of demonstrating the sultan’s piety, but,
as James Brown convincingly argues, also one of the means by which the Marīnids “translated the sanctity of the holy sites of the Hijaz and the authority of the intellectual centres of the east to the Islamic west.” Indeed, as Brown continues, “the mawlid, with its attendant poetry and descriptions of the Prophet’s biography and character, was particularly resonant as a kind of compensation for the difficulty of visiting the actual sites of his life.” In this context, anchoring the Marīnid funerary complex as an analogue of the Ka’ba was both desirable in order to enhance the cult at the dynastic shrine, as well as logical for the political interest of discouraging people from the risky journey to Mecca. Some of Shālla’s visitors, as one can tell from the accounts of Ibn al-Khaṭīb, understood the references to the Ka’ba and the hajj, and acted accordingly.

CONCLUSIONS

The written sources for Marīnid Shālla leave no doubt that it was a preeminent pilgrimage site, especially between 731/1331 and 763/1362. Ibn al-Khaṭīb is one of the authors who do not spare ink when they can praise the sanctity of the site, and he demonstrates that it was not completely deprived of royal patronage after Abu ‘Inān’s death in 759/1358. The facts that Ibn al-Khaṭīb lived mainly there between 761/1360 and 763/1362 and received a salary from the Marīnid court mean that the sultans were far from being averse to maintaining the dynastic shrine. Even ceremonies such as the feast of ‘the Night of Destiny’ suggest royal patronage. The question is why people regarded Shālla as a sacred place, on which Ibn al-Khaṭīb reveals two aspects of the royal funerary complex: it was perceived, by some of its visitors, as an analogue of the Ka’ba as well as of paradise, at least during this short period. Nonetheless, we have seen that Mecca is believed to belong to, or to be part of, paradise, and, indeed, these two associations are interrelated at Shālla as well. The imitation of the sanctuary of the Ka’ba and the rites of the hajj could also have served to emphasise the paradisiac imagery of the Marīnid funerary complex and its garden. In that manner, these two perceptions of Shālla would have merged together and contributed significantly to its main ‘work’, namely, suggesting to the visitors that it was a sacred place, and, thereby, that the pious Marīnid sultans deserved reverence both in life and in death.
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